Capacitive touch panels (CTPs) have been more popular owing to its excellent interactive performance. However, electronic magnetic interference, display noise and process variation negatively influence the accuracy of predictions of touch positions. A smooth tracking algorithm for capacitance touch panels based on Kalman filter was proposed in this paper. Original touch capacitance data and touch noise characteristic were detected using a micro-controller unit and a sensor integrated circuit. Additionally, the noise of touch trajectory was suppressed by Kalman algorithm timely through process model and measurement model of touch trajectory smooth system. Experimental results indicated that the proposed touch trajectory smooth algorithm has better performance compared to the moving average filtering and wavelet filtering algorithm, and the algorithm can be used to capacitive touch panel systems.
Introduction
The capacitive touch panels have permeated into our life and accepted by consumers because of its excellent performance. But at the same time, they are easily influenced by the noise inside the equipment and produce fake and wrong response [1] [2] . Touch driver need to be the same level of user experience, for the noises of AD/DC electronic systems internal, display driver, antenna or other noises coming from other sources [3] [4] , then it is extremely important to take the necessary and feasible filter algorithm to reduce noise for capacitive touch screen and improve the localization accuracy. Although H. Sanghyun et al. put forward touch control circuit based on differential detection method to reduce prediction error and improve the dynamic range of sensing voltage, but it is more difficult to use hardware to reduce the noise than software algorithm [3] [5], so the Moving Average filtering (MAF), Wavelet transform et al. is often used to eliminate the measurement noise and predict touch position [6] [8] . F.Golnaraghi et al. predicted position and velocity in the hybrid system based on position detection and inertial measurement unit [9] [10], the solution of these problems provides a thought in trajectory smooth of capacitive touch panels processing for this article.
Analysis of Capacitive Touch Signal and Noise Characteristics
It need to find the maximum value of capacitance for per frame, the value is usually set as P max (k) = (P maxx (k), P maxy (k)), when the maximum value is bigger than the threshold T we set based on hardware system, it will judge the touch events occur. The touch point coordinates can be weighted calculated from the original capacitance data which's center is P max (k) in the field of Ω. Then the coordinates will be set as
The coordinates of point are lined up with the time k, which are obtained from a full touch process. The CTP track signal P(k)(k =1 , … , N) can be composed from the coordinates. Figure 1 (a) is the starting position of the touch, the noise is caused by the finger trembling; figure 1(b) is the "Z" shaped curve, the curve distributes in the whole trajectory uniformly. The location of curve line of this part is corresponding to the driving electrode of X axis, and it can be assumed this kind of noise is mainly caused by the uneven distribution of the diamond electrode; figure 1(c) is the flat trajectory curve, and slight fluctuations are formed by a variety of external interference effect. 
Touch Trajectory Smoothing Algorithm
The Kalman filtering is a kind of time domain recursive algorithm, which is widely used in navigation, target location and tracking, and so on, as one of the most important optimal estimation theory [9] [10] . For the problem of capacitive touch screen trajectory smoothing, it can assume the velocity of finger was uniform on the capacitive touch panel, and the state space model can be established:
State equation:
contains process state vector position and velocity of x, y coordinate axes; A: system state transition matrix; P(k): update the measurement position vector; H: system observation matrix; W(k) and V(k): zero-mean Gaussian white sequences with a zero cross correlation with each other, variance is Q and R respectively.
In order to facilitate the trajectory parameters, the touch trajectory is selected as parallel to the x or y axis, so as to fix the y direction of the coordinates. And the trajectory can be get along the x direction, P y (k) can be expressed as:
Y0 is the expectation of the touch signal in the y direction, ny(k) is the noise for the k time on the y direction, in general nx(k) = ny(k) = n(k).
Test and Analysis of Algorithm Performance
The experiment acquisition system is made of a 7 inch capacitive touch screen which has 20 x 12 ITO diamond electrode. In order to measure the affection of the touch trajectory smoothing filter method proposed in the paper, the MAF filter and Wavelet transform filter are presented to compare and analysis .
Qualitative analysis of 3 typical trajectory noise smoothing filters
Touch trajectory includes 3 typical trajectory noises, figure 2 shows the filter results of 3 typical trajectory noise. The first line in Fig. 2 is finger jitter noise, it is obvious the proposed filtering algorithm in this paper jump out with minimal fold lines, and after the jump with the smoother curve moving to next line; the second line is the "Z" trajectory, and wavelet transform algorithm has the worst results, because there are still obvious "Z" trajectory, only the bending amplitude has a slightly decrease, while the proposed algorithm has achieved the best results of smoothing, which will also be reflected in the back of the quantitative analysis; the third line is the flat part, three smoothing algorithms all can eliminate the noise effectively, the results of MAF algorithm have low frequency interference, wavelet transform algorithm has upturned phenomenon in tail, the proposed smoothing algorithm is close to the ideal linear touch trajectory.
Quantitative analysis of the result of smoothing filter
In order to quantitatively measure the performance of the different algorithms in the touch trajectory, the average smoothness of the trajectory was calculated.
The experiment collected 10 (T1~T10) trajectory signals from the capacitive touch screen data in randomly in order to compare the performance for three filter method. The results of noise suppression has shown in Table 1 From the definition of touch trajectory average smoothing, average smoothing parameter Savg is smaller, which represents the touch trajectory is more smooth. For the same touch data, the average smoothing parameter Savg is smaller, which represents the algorithm is better to noise suppression. Table 1 gives the calculation time and three trajectory average smoothness Savg . The experimental results demonstrate: though the Kalman algorithm increases computation time of compared to the MAF algorithm with a small quantity, the time consumption level do not change. It demonstrates that Kalman filter can meet the requirements of the bottom driver. The wavelet transform algorithm cost the most time.
Conclusion
Though the touch signal is easily affected by variety noises of interference sources, it can get a more smooth touch trajectory through the appropriate processing method, which is the basis for a good touch experience. In this paper, a touch trajectory smoothing algorithm based on Kalman filtering is proposed through the analysis of the characteristics of trajectory noise. The experiment collects many touch trajectory data, after comparing the performance of the Kalman algorithm with MAF filtering and Wavelet transform filtering, it come to conclusion that the three methods of trajectory filter can all make the original trajectory more smooth and reduce the unstable measurement noise, the proposed smoothing algorithm in this paper has obtained the best smooth trajectory and is suitable for applications in CTP systems.
